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NaNotec (known throughout Europe as SOMOS) has a global 

reputation for supplying and supporting advanced surfacing 

technology to a wide range of processing applications.  

Now, as sole distributor in North America, we bring this 

extraordinary technology to you as part of our extensive line 

of high-performance surfacing consumables and equipment. 

Rely on UNiversal PhotoNics for added value including 

processing know-how, expert operator training, and diligent, 

ongoing customer service; assuring your investment delivers 

peak production performance.

UPI & NaNotec: a WINNINg combINatIoN

PerformaNce beyoNd exPectatIoN...

Here’s what  some very satisfied customers are saying about

UNiversal PhotoNics’ extensive line of premium equipment 

and consumables brings the precision of semi-conductor 

technology to the optics industry. Engineered to consistently 

deliver higher tolerances and yields, our products have been 

at the forefront of innovative polishing applications for more 

than eighty years.  

Our commitment to supporting your unique needs with cross 

platform research and state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities 

extends to customized solutions that will optimize any polishing 

application.  

See the mdf 400 Pr IN actIoN...

We invite you to visit the applications laboratory, 

located in our corporate headquarters, for a firsthand 

look at how the MDF 400 PR can lap & polish your parts. 

Unable to join us? Send your workpieces to our lab. 

We’ll expertly process them on an MDF 400 PR to your 

specs and return them to you. 

For further information and detailed specifications on any of 

the NaNotec machines, please contact your regional sales 

representative, or email us at info@universalphotonics.com.
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MDF 630 PR 4: Raised head & 
diamond-pellet gears

“We were lapping three 

batches of fused silica at 2µm 

/min on a fixed-plate machine.

“These machines have revolu-

tionized our business.”

MDF 2300 S

MDF 1600 S

MDF 1200 S

MDF 630 PR
MDF 400 PR

machines

their investment in NaNotec 
technology:

Now, using the same free-abrasive on our MDF 400 PR, we’re 

lapping at 25 µm/min and putting through thirty batches in the 

same eight hour shift!” 

  

 “An extremely reliable piece of equipment....We’ve tightened 

one belt on one machine in four years and haven’t touched the 

others. I’ve racked my brain and can’t think of a single thing that 

could be improved on these machines.”

  

“The MDF 400 PR has practically replaced an entire 

department.”

  

“These machines are fast. We had to slow down the line until 

we could reassign workflow to keep up.”



NaNotec

MDF series

oUter

Plate DiaMeter

aPProxiMate

carrier

size

400 Pr 15.00” UP to 7.00”

630 Pr 3 & 4 24.80” UP to 10.00”

1200 s 47.24” 14.00”

1600 s 61.90” 21.00”

2300 s 90.30” 32.00”

PoWerfUl & VerSatIle 

relIable & 

maINteNaNce free

MDF 630 PR: Digital size control

doUble-SIded laPPINg & PolIShINg

Our line of NaNotec double-sided planetary machines answer 

the need for complete, efficient solutions for generating high-

accuracy surfaces. Designed for simultaneous processing, these 

machines deliver high-precision flat and parallel surfaces fast 

and consistently, increasing productivity. 

The machines in the MDF Series cover a variety of surfacing 

requirements from simple, low-cost, optical lapping and 

polishing, to laboratory research and complex processing of 

exotic materials, to high-pressure, high-speed processes for 

specialized applications and heavy manufacturing.  True to 

state-of-the-art technology, NaNotec machines are capable of 

both heavy 24/7 duty cycles and the highest level of process 

control, precision, and sophistication.

MDF 1600 S: Raised top plate with 5 carriers  

mdf UNIqUe featUreS = INcreaSed ProdUctIVItytotal coNtrol

In addition to computer con-

trolled systems for setting 

production parameters, MDF 

Series machines have 3 - 4 

independent drives depend-

ing on model. Independent

drives control top and bot-

 tom plates and inside and outside gears, allowing speed and 

direction of plates and carriers to be fine tuned according to 

specific processing requirements.

MDF 400 PR: Carrier load with 
custom   sliding   tray

MDF 2300 S: With raised top plate 2300 S is the largest operating machine in the world The MDF line of double-

sided lapping and polishing 

machines have been 

ruggedly built with high-

quality components assuring 

peak performance at high 

speed and high pressure 

time after time. 

While both the MDF 630 

and 400 models are virtually

 

Nanotec’s unique slurry 

Some models, like the 400 PR, allow 

total control over soft starts, speed, 

load, rotation direction, and slurry 

delivery - assuring state-of-the-art 

processing whatever the application.

The MDF Series also features 

automatic size control, which 

once set guarantees target 

thickness of workpieces 

batch after batch within a few 

microns.  Consistent input to 

the polisher means shorter 

polishing cycles, and better 

product quality.

MDF 630 PR 4: Front view with optional, 
easy-access, slurry recirculation system

maintenance free, routine maintenance on larger models has  

been kept to a minimum and further simplified by easy access 

to required areas.  

The workpiece loading system allows full carrier load and

unload without raising the top plate. This same system  

MDF 2300 S: World’s largest operating machine 
with raised top plate

MDF 400 PR 4: Right - Full 
frontal view; Left - Raised 
top plate with analog control  
panel

provides for in-cycle inspec-

tion of workpieces without 

disturbing the run assuring 

immediate readiness with 

minimum scrap, especially 

with small parts.

Each machine in the MDF Series has unique operating 

features that outdistance its leading competitor. Take the 

temperature controlled top plate available on some models... 

Maintaining con-

sistent temps while 

running at highly 

effective speeds 

and high pressure, 

eliminates the risk 

of surface fluctu-

ations on work-

pieces. Also unique 

is the top plate’s air 

injection system

 which reliably keeps workpieces securely in place whenever 

top plate is lifted minimizing breakage.                              

management systems electronically control and pneumat-

ically pulse-feed slurry for precise, repeatable control and 

efficient use of consumables. Some models are even 

capable of slurry recirculation.


